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The main aims:
- Intention to free movement of goods, persons, services and capital ensured under the provisions of this Treaty
- Exhaustive modernization, cooperation and incensement of national economics competitiveness in the framework of world market
Section XV and Annex № 16 to the Treaty on the Eurasian Economic Union stipulates creation of:

- Single Market of Services
- Liberalization Plans
Each Member State grants operation of Common Market of Services:

1. **Supply and receive services on the basis of:** National Treatment and Most Favoured Nation Treatment (MFT), without any restrictions, exceptions and additional requirements and Quantitative and Investment Measures.

2. **Supply services on the basis of permit for the supply of services obtained by the service supplier on the territory of its Member State.**

3. **Recognize professional qualifications of the staff of the service supplier.**

4. **Supply services without incorporation of legal entity.**
The rules of the common market of services shall apply to the Member States on a mutual basis.

The Member States shall seek to spread, on a mutual basis, the rules of the single market of services onto the maximum number of service sectors, including through gradual elimination of exceptions and restrictions fixed in national lists.
Hotel lodging and related services and Meal serving services (except Serving of alcoholic beverages)

Systems maintenance services, Undertaking preliminary occupancy studies for construction projects, consulting services concerning management

Cleaning services

Promotion and organization of Circus, concert, musical, theatre performances

Organization of recreational sports events (except gambling)
**Examples from the list of single market services**

- **Services incidental to agriculture**
  (services incidental to crop production, animal husbandry services, etc.)

- **Leasing or rental services concerning other machinery and equipment without operator**

- **Wholesale trade services**
  (except alcoholic beverages, tobacco, guns, drugs, medicines, precious metals, etc.)

- **Construction services of buildings, Engineering services**

- **Other storage or warehousing services**
Goal

Establishment of Single Market (21 service sectors)

Sequence of Government and Eurasian Economic Commission actions

Definition of plans liberalization event deadlines

Definition of responsible administrant

Definition of the form of event consummation
Advertising services

Technical testing and analysis services

Accounting and financial auditing services

Real estate services (except realtor services)

Travel agency and tour operator services
Valuation services

Leasing or rental services concerning pleasure and leisure craft without operator

Geological, geophysical and other prospecting services

Motion picture and videotape production services

Research and experimental development services
Gradual convergence of mechanisms ensuring market access

Guarantee of recognition of professional qualifications of the staff of the service supplier

Arrangement of administrative cooperation
Analysis of legislation (including professional qualifications) of the Member States in each service sector

Achievement of substantial equivalence of regulation in each service sector

EXIST

NO

Harmonization of legislation of the Member States

Adoption of the Act on implementation of Single market rules for the specific service sector by the Union bodies
Liberalization plans stipulates the analysis of the member State Legislation for the following options:

- Defining the oconflict between national legislation and Treaty on the Eurasian Economic Union and international treaties within the Union
- Finding of regulations which deterioration of mutual access conditions for service supply
- Analyzing the best international regulation practices for specific service sectors
- Finding barriers, appeared in the process of the Treaty on the Eurasian Economic Union implementation, international treaties and national law
- Finding superfluity and inefficiency of rules (that have equivocation, contradiction; no-importance; double and formalized character and discrepancy of the regulation)
On the basis of mutual consultations (including on the interdepartmental level), the Member States may decide on the mutual recognition of permits for the supply of services in specific sectors upon achievement of **substantial equivalence** of regulation in these sectors.
Findings on necessity, levels and method of harmonization of Member States legislation or necessity on adoption of international treaty in the framework of the Union

Finding the best international regulation practices for specific service sectors with the purpose of achievement of substantial equivalence of regulation

Working out on proposals on harmonization of national legislation of Member States, or proposal on adoption of international treaty in the framework of the Union

Definition and mutual approval of list of national legislation amendments (with the elements of law)

Preparation and Adoption of the Act on list of national legislation amendments (with the elements of law)
Research on risks, which could take place in a case of establishment of Single market in a specified service sector

Definition of the form and content of Administrative Cooperation

Preparation, mutual approval and conclusion agreement on Administrative cooperation between authorities

Organization of information exchange

Monitoring and control on event’s performance
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